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PREFACE
This report presents a survey of the most relevant barriers to youth mobility that, 
can be dealt with by way of intergovernmental cooperation within the Council of 
Europe.

The report is based on some twenty interviews, questionnaires sent out to some 
fourty selected organisations and all governments involved, some studies on youth 
mobility,1 other written information material supplied by various sources, and the 
author's twelve years of experience with youth exchange within the European 
Federation for Intercultural Learning.

The author would like to express his gratitude to all who have contributed to this 
report by taking their time for the interviews or for filling out the questionnaire 
or by supplying other information and advice.

1 A. M. Vangansbeke, Research on CC—EYE members and their European youth 
exchange programmes (1986), published by the Coordination Committee for 
European Youth Exchange; A. La Rooy, Legal and administrative barriers to youth 
exchange in the European Community (1986), published by the EC; National Youth 
Council of Ireland: Youth Exchanges Report, prepared by Louise Bradley (1985); 
Samradet for ungdomsudvéksling (SAFU), Denmark: Exchange-Education; Etienne 
Grosjean, Youth Mobility: An Investment for Europe, Council of Europe (1985); 
European Federation for Intercultural Learning: Youth Mobility and Education 
(1981); Youth Forum of the European Communities: Youth Exchanges and the 
European Communities: Experience and Perspectives (1982); European Parliament: 
Report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, 
Information and Sport on youth activities. Rapporteur: M.-J. Pruvot, (1981); 
Draft Report on a European Community programme to promote youth exchanges. 
Rapporteur: R. Booklet, Document (1983); Draft Report on youth service scheme, 
Rapporteur: Mr. Hutton; Agreement on International Youth Exchanges, prepared by 
the National Swedish Board for Consumer Policies (1986); M. Roncoroni, Rechtliche 
Voraussetzungen von Einreise und Aufenthalt ausländischer 
Austauschjugendlicher, and Gerhard Hauser—Schönbächler, Stipendien im 
Jugendaustausch?, both yet to be published by the Bundesamt für Kulturpflepe 
(CH).



INTRODUCTION
Both Conferences of European Ministers Responsible for Youth have passed several 
recommendations demanding the removal of barriers to youth mobility.2 The former 
Ad Hoc Committee of Experts on Youth Questions, now European Steering Committee 
for Intergovernmental Co-operation in the Youth Field, has been instructed by the 
Committee of Ministers to follow up on these recommendations and submit specific 
proposals for their implementation.

This report has been prepared at the request of the Secretariat of the Council of 
Europe for the European Steering Committee for Intergovernmental Co-operation in 
the Youth Field and, in specific, for its Committee of experts on barriers to youth 
mobility as à working tool and discussion base.

I. A EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON YOUTH MOBILITY

As main element of intergovernmental co-operation in this field, this report 
suggests the elaboration of a European Convention on Youth Mobility.

A. Why Youth Mobility?

Youth mobility is generally recognised as valuable and needs no further 
justification. It is an individual and a social necessity. The effects of youth 
mobility are only insufficiently described as expansion of the horizon, revision of 
stereotypes, and increase of tolerance. It is the best and easiest way to acquire 
not only language, but also intercultural skills, which help the individual to cope 
with multicultural situations. Society needs persons who are able to tune in with 
people from a different background for purposes as different as economic and 
political relations or coping with ethnic problems.

Youth mobility also increases the awareness of the own and of the common 
European culture.

B. Existing Barriers

Even at the age of mass tourism, youth mobility is connected with considerable 
difficulties. True, millions of young Europeans go abroad each year for a variety of 
reasons. But even for the most common type of youth mobility - vacations abroad 
- hurdles exist which are to high to pass for some and obstruct many others. 
Visas may be required and costly or difficult to obtain, passports are expensive to 
get, medical insurance will not cover the stay abroad, etc.

Voung Europeans seeking to receive part of their education abroad will encounter 
additional problems and may discover that it is not easy to move freely in Western 
Europe. Bad enough that foreign school and university diplomas are usually not 
recognized and no credit is given at home for the time abroad. But even obtaining 
a visa within the EC for longer than three months may be quite a problem and 
subject to fees at the moment - before 1992. freedom of movement within the EC 
only exists for persons seeking employment!



to taste the full variety of rules and regulations % f y°Uth exchanges who get 
that won't obtain an educational IpZ Ï impeding youth mobility: Teachers 
activity, youth exchange organisation rh °r 3 Se f or8anised class exchange
their educati.naracti8v:ti0ers8an' *'T V° ^ SUPP°rt f°r
exchange accurately reciprocal in numbers Hf L?Pt r Sche#mes- are forced to 
can't go). Visas applied for Inna rim u °ne partlciPant falls ill, another one has started.^school-based^exclfange^oro^rammes ° y k°btalned after the »"»gramme 

skill requirements and tuition fees In nnn ampered with stiff language
school exchange student after hav ne rl SpecHtac‘Jlar case- a year-programme 
unpleasant mail from his local revenue office Fond ^""h /a“"1 Mexlc0' received 
host family In this country had been regarded as taxabîe income."8 Pr°V'ded ^ WS

Ç^.Need for Intergovernmental Co-onoratinn
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implications. Many will not'even be ¿oliticalïyTme„rr‘th "tUe °r "° fina"cial 
these problems occur simnlv hpran» « “tlcally dlfficult or controversial. Some of
could arise. This is T parUculä? true for'?/ that a Certalnworkers that is listed below as barrier 7. * Problem of visa for voluntary

stem °f rom&the' dgîf appK™ 3 ^ ? bad pa^ical will but rather
regulations on visa anf residence oerm^^^ ^ * j*lfferent purpose. Current 
xenophobia and illegal migration and therefore 1°^" dJ;afted m fear of rising 
for youth mobility, which can án^ effecrive ^ , 0t refIeCt °r consider the need 
follow migration patterns. ° against xenophobia and does not

The matter, international by nature cannot ho ucr *
Member states will be more easily readv ro remo,, ft •t0 domestlc Policy alone, 
on a mutual basis. It Is more convlncins for ! on ,eX'Stm? barrierS if tWs haPPens
young foreigners if it can be sure that the L. ¡‘'y t0 facllltate the situation of
profit in a similar way. n young Cltlzen staying abroad will

"".r a ouiivenr.inn-

There has been no lack of declaration® of „„„a • »
trickle down to the minds of cohnni h d intent, but they rarely seem to
doubting its sincerity it should ho nor eadmasters or custom officials. Without 
the Conference onTe^urV and^o^o"”'!! '^' althoU8h the Helsinki Final Act of 
Madrid - soft Jaw and therefore not h- Europe and the amendments made in
endorsing youth mobility and youth exchange ÏÏttle^ha* nU.mber ,of Provisions 
convention, the recommendation»; nacc^H k k „?e’ ict e has changed. Without a 
Responsible for Youth might have a si ml larvate!* C°nferences of European Ministers

E. What to Look Fnr

This entails S L^onZi wUh'!0" #'r>uU> T'»1'^. “ •utlln.d below, 
at least vaguely related to education t, ? »Herent situations. Most of them are 
type to type education, but content and value differ greatly from



The report is based on the assumption that youth mobility is in itself positive. 
This does not mean, however, that every stay abroad is always a positive 
experience. It can be a superficial change of the surrounding without long-term 
effects. It can be worse: Studies have shown that short-term, badly prepared 
encounters of persons of a different cultural background may lead to a 
reinforcement of stereotypes. If things come to the worst, it may turn out to be 
what the author likes to call an intercultural catastrophe. Nevertheless, the 
general positive approach seems to be justified. This implies that barriers should 
be removed if there is no other reason why they should be upheld.

In several areas, there will be a conflict between youth mobility and other political 
interests. The author can only suggest guidelines for solving these conflicts. These 
conflicts also make it necessary to distinguish more between different types of 
youth mobility according to their educational value. This is in itself a political 
question, and again the author runs danger of suggesting criteria that prove to be 
controversial in the end. This is an inevitable fate the author is quite willing to 
accept.

The same criteria should also be applied in deciding which types of youth mobility 
are most worth of public financial support, an area to be discussed later on in this 
report.

The criteria outlined below are based on the assumption that it is basically 
intercultural learning that makes youth mobility so desireable.3 This does not deny 
that acquiring factual knowledge about another country and language skills are 
other important aspects.

Intercultural learning involves the meeting of different sets of values and rules. 
According to recent studies, it occurs more by crisis than by harmony, and more by 
affective than by cognitive learning: It involves often more the belly than the 
brain.

This type of experience requires time. One evident, but not sufficient criterion is 
therefore the duration of the sojourn abroad. A normal first reaction to other sets 
of values and rules is trying to ignore them as long as it is possible4 and to 
resort to a superficial "Why, they are just like people back home" type of reaction5 

or to the opposite: "They are all ...". The shorter the stay abroad, the more 
complementary measures must be taken to avoid this. It is difficult to draw a 
dividing line time-wise between sojourns worth of preference treatments and, 
possibly, financial support. One very general rule might be that short-term stays 
need additional guidance and measures ensuring involvement in the host community. 
Stays of less than three months might be considered short-term sojourns for this 
purpose.

Another important criterion is the level of involvement in the host community'. 
Living under the same roof with locals, especially a homestay (staying with a 
family), is one way to increase this level. Others are joint work or studies with 
locals. It should be noted at this point that individual mobility usually reaches a 
higher level of involvement than group mobility. All these are of course factors to 
be consideied in the context of the whole sojourn. The lack of one or several of 
these factors does not imply that a certain type of mobility should not be

3 The Final Text of the 2nd Conference of Ministers, 2.2, 2nd paragraph, 6th sub
section, notes the advantages of intercultural learning in international work 
(See Appendix II.)

4 See Edward T. Hail, beyond Culture, New York 1976, p. 46
5 Hall p.63



considered a valuable educational experience. This would, however, require at least 
one feature of interaction with locals throughout the programme.

The next main criterion is the guidance and counselling the young person going 
abroad receives. A complete programme would cover the following points for the 
participant: Orientation a few weeks and immediately before departure, orientation 
immediately after arrival, consultation during the stay abroad, opportunity for 
exchange of experience with other persons in a similar situation during the stay, 
ongoing evaluation during the stay, and re-orientation after returning home. 
Similar, though less intensive measures would be taken for the immediate 
surrounding of the young person at home (his family) and abroad (host family or 
other persons living together with this person). There are several youth exchange 
programmes that offer such an intensive guidance. Pre-departure orientation, 
counselling during the stay and re-orientation after it can be considered as basic 
standard.

A criterion that is more difficult to describe and impossible to measure is the level 
of affective involvement reached by the person going abroad and his surrounding. 
This factor shows links to the other ones given above. Without affective 
involvement, intercultural learning is extremely difficult to achieve. Others have 
put this into simpler words: "Love is the key to knowledge".

F. What to Avoid

The last few paragraphs already give some clues. One thing to avoid is the 
temptation to go for numbers and not for content.6 It is understandable from a 
human point that having exchanged twenty young persons without guidance support 
for one week is cheap and scores twenty points in the statistics, while having 
exchanged one person for one year with complete personal guiding will only give 
one. If one needs to resort to statistics, the author would like to suggest to count 
in exchange weeks rather than in persons exchanged.7

There is another, more threatening danger: Youth mobility may become a luxury 
available only to the affluent and well-educated youth. There is a number of 
factors that favour those already favoured in other ways. One is that less 
educated young persons start to work earlier. The job that gives them bread also 
ties them. Short of vacations abroad, little mobility is available to young workers. 
There are some young workers exchange programmes who try to overcome this 
barrier, but they are cost-intensive and few compared to other types of youth 
mobility.

One might mention next the limited mobility of receivers of unemployment and 
social welfare benefits, a problem that will be dealt with below in more detail.

Another very important factor is the cost of youth mobility, which will also be 
treated in a section of its own later on.

The Final Text of the 2nd Conference of Ministers, 2.2, 2nd paragraph, 4th sub
section, stresses the importance of improving the educational quality of youth 
exchange programmes. (See Appendix II.)

7 This approach has also been used by A.U. Vangansbeke p. 105. It seems 
noteworthy that there are national branches of European youth organisations 
who have been reported to exceed the Franco-German Youth Office in the 
number of exchange weeks they organise annually.



The situation calls for an overall assessment and a decision to what extent 
aceceessetoemobemtyentS ^ ^ th°S6 Wh° tradit'iona^ h-e less

Recommendation 31 of 
assistance in the area 
deprived?

the 1st Conference of ministers recommends specific 
of youth exchanges for those young people who are most

II. SOME DEFINITIONS

A. Mobility

The term mobility is used here in the meaning of a sojourn abroad thereby
R is no? Serin reSidhenCe in another country (migration) and domestic’ sojourns 
It is not limited to member countries of the Council of Europe or of the Steering
InTr er\„bd%1lVr:alS • meraber y0Uth «»>"* » ~Zer

k ” [ ' lncludln8 in specific Eastern Europe. This view is
Texfo) ?h»y;>„‘7Crmmren " 29 °f the Ist C°nference of Ministers and the Final 
Text of the 2nd Conference. 2.2, 2nd paragraph, 2nd sub-section.

This report embraces on all types of youth mobility. It includes individual and 
organised travel abroad without regard to its purpose (e.g. school and unïverslïv
It may Tri part Ste"0l"ntary work’ Intercultural learning or simply recreation) 
It may in part give the impression that it focusses on youth exchange This is
however only insofar true as it reflects the regrettable fa?t that a ?tav abroad 
that is better organised and more valuable by educational and intercultural content 
will also encounter more intricate and more difficult obstacles.

B. Barriers

obsrïicitst0exys“tasmweilltynoarreMinrart °f ,‘egal an<1 administrative nature, but other 
as lack of ‘Kff Ä ïT SSaíTr Th,™ S

co-ópêEraüÓnVeis0?eSataiClileS: ^ ^ barrlerS °"'y Where in'crgovernmental

C. Youth

ha cn|finitl0nK-0f y0Uth Wil1 be given in this reP°rt- The question of age limits can 
in hi níhSUfJeCtTr e'g' parental custody on the one hand, university students 
" h hp°tr) 7 mißht elfe be left t0 domestic Pdicy. It should be noted however 

suitable cmerionm^°rity ^ ^ m°SC Countries) would in most cases not be a



D.- Youth Exchange Programmes of a Certain Standard

This admittedly uncouth expression will be used below several times when 
preference treatments seem necessary and justified for some youth exchange 
programmes which are especially valuable according to the criteria which have been 
given above under the heading I.E. What to look for. To repeat the suggested 
criteria briefly, this concerns youth exchange programmes that offer

at least one feature of interaction with locals throughout the programme and

guidance that involves at least some pre-departure orientation, counselling 
during the stay and re-orientation after it.

Stays of less than three months need at least one more feature of interaction 
with locals and additional guidance.

An additional worthwhile criterion might be that the programme is carried out by 
other young persons, i.e. youth organisations or other less traditional forms of 
associated youth. This will not necessarily add to the intercultural learning 
experience, but it may be considered as a value in itself if programmes for youth 
are run by youth. This suggestion is supported by the Final Text of the 2nd 
Conference of Ministers, 2.2, 2nd paragraph, 3rd sub-section, and bv 
recommendation 30 of the 1st Conference.9

EL.. Other Educational Activities Abroad of a Certain Standard

This expression is used below several times to distinguish activities which do not 
offer the points mentioned above, but are highly educational for another reason: 
The main purpose of the sojourn is attending an educational institution abroad - 
school, university, vocational training institute, etc., be it on one's own be it as 
participant in a programme. One could think about using a given minimum number 
of hours of attendance scheduled per week as additional criterion.



BARRIERS IDENTIFIED
Fourty barriers have been identified so far and are listed below. Some indicate 
very general and broad problem areas, where solutions may be difficult and further 
research necessary, or where no tangible recommendation can be made at this time. 
Others are highly specific and only concern but one aspect or form of youth 
mobility.

They have been classified not by the type of youth mobility they affect - as has 
been done in the questionnaire -, but rather by their source, since this leaves 
matters in their context that need to be regulated together .

I. LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE BARRIERS

Although other barriers may be at least as impeding, these are usually the most 
tangible ones and the largest by number.

A. Visa and Residence Permit

For a stay of up to three months without work experience, most member states do 
not require a visa or residence permit for citizen of most member states. Several 
exceptions exist, however, some of which are well known. For a stay of more than 
three months, visa or at least residence permit are generally required for all 
foreigners. This applies even to travel within EC countries. For EC citizen working 
in another EC country, obtaining a residence permit is a mere formality. This is 
not the case for any sojourn with a different purpose. Two member countries are 
not yet fully operational in the EC labour market.

Barrier 1: Visa required for stay of less than three months

SCOPE: Although this problem is limited to a few countries within member states, 
it is generally regarded as a major problem.

RECOMMENDATION: Members states could agree not to require visa for a stay of 
less than three months for young citizen of another member state. Giving regard to 
the politically sensitive nature of the subject, however, it remains doubtful 
whether intergovernmental co-operation can be successful at this time.

Barrier 2: Fee is charged for leaving the country

SCOPE: Limited to two countries. One generally charges a tax. the other - an 
island republic - an excise duty on all sea and air travel. It is regarded as a 
major problem by youth organisations in these countries and by some international 
organisations. Others are generally not aware of this problem.



RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree not to introduce new or 
measures in this field nor increase the fees being charged More 
exemptions for young persons travelling abroad could be agreed upon.

additional
generous

Barrier 3: Visa and residence permit fees

SCOPE: Fees are generally charged for the issue of a visa or a residence permit 
Some countries provide exemptions for participants in secondary school exchanges 
but rarely for voluntary work exchanges of a similar type. exchanges.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree not to charge fees for visa and
certain^tandardS A°mor°Un8 perSOns invoIved ^ educational activities abroad of a 
paying1 such fees’. 2enerous regulation would exempt all young persons from

Barrier 4: Lengthy administrative procedures

SCOPE: This applies to many countries, but concerns mainly visa and residence
öfter)111ho?r m°re months- Organisers of youth exchanges complain that
often their programme has started before the visa is granted. Length of procedure
itself is ZIE r C0Untry 0f 0ri8ln °f thC a»[)llcant- sometimfs the ZllZll 

r compll£ated- e f written consent of hosting community is required prior to 
issue of visa through the consulate in the home country of the applicant

andTw^Jmhit' T?™1' tackle by means of intergovernmental co-operation 
and law. Member states could, however, agree to allow -their consulates and
authoSrUeiesaat0ailasr0 VÍS3S without additional consultation with other
standard In thi case nf partlclpants in y°uth exchange programmes of a certain 

' !f h °f y0Ung persons attending educational institutions (such as
schools and universities), consent of this institution should be sufficient.

Barrier 5: Proof of funds and securities required

ahr°naH: ,coacerns individual and organised, short and long sojourns
backets assurad buE E re,)uirer"' via, are only Issue/if travel
pack is assured, but it can also mean that entry is refused if. on top of travel
naE'„a,UnfoSr In C0VerJhe ^ "*««1 Insurance, etc., unlimited security by i 
national for all possible costs is demanded. This concerns various countries The
author has witnessed a case where the authority refused to issue a visa after the
lorooo raiqthouehtfhPr0ViC!e had disclosed her possessions to be around FF
íhp°nn'ronHo? gh /he appllcant had delivered proof of sufficient funds to cover all 
the potential costs connected with his stay.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree that concerning young persons

a) proof of funds should only be required 
on the border when no visa is required for

as a part of the visa procedure, 
entry.

but not



b) security by a national - especially unlimited, but also security for high amounts 
- should never be required unless the visa applicant cannot proof possession of 
sufficient funds himself.

c) especially, no such requirements should be made for participants in youth 
exchange programmes of a certain standard.

EXPLANATION: It is obviously against the public interest to have foreigners coming 
in that cannot cover their own stay and travel. This concerns mostly potential 
migrants. But in most other cases, the requirement of proofs and securities is not 
adequate to the situation, causes unnecessary problems and constitutes a 
considerable barrier to youth mobility.

a) Refusing entry to a young person that has already spent considerable amounts 
of money in travel, trusting the fact that no visa is required for entry, is a harsh 
and usually unnecessary measure. Abuse will be limited to very rare cases.

b) When the applicant himselfs proofs possession of sufficient funds, no security is 
needed. On the other hand, the demand of securities is a considerable disincentive 
for cross-border friendship, interaction and mobility. Most young persons will not 
even be able to give security for the amount required.

c) There has never been a single reported case of a participant in such an 
exchange being left without funds. Such a requirement is therefore absolutely 
unnecessary and only impeding.

Barrier 6: Residence permit is limited to one community or region

SCOPE: Concerns most likely only two countries and only stays longer than three 
months. It is considered somewhat impeding by organisers of youth exchanges for 
two reasons: In programmes involving a homestay, a change of the host family may 
be necessary after some time, and a family suited to the participant cannot always 
be found on the spot. Also, this regulation excludes programmes making use of the 
cultural richness and variety of one country by moving the participant around.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree not to limit the residence permit to a 
certain place or region, at least when participants in youth exchange programmes 
of a certain standard are concerned.

REMARK: Article 2 section 1 of the Fourth Protocol to the European Convention on 
Human Rights states: "Everyone lawfully within the territory of a State shall, 
within that territory, have the right to liberty of movement and freedom to choose 
his residence."

Barrier 7: No special visa or residence permit for voluntary work

SCOPE: Concerns most countries. Does not create problems for stays of up to three 
months. Voluntary work is often not covered by a tourist visa, but there has been 
no reported case of ensuing difficulties. A major problem for stays longer than 
three months, where fees may be charged for the residence permit even within the 
EC. Organisers have complained that these cases require administrative procedures 
of incredible length and difficulty simply because this case is not foreseen in visa



and residence permit regulations. Remarkably enough, Canada (Québec) seems to 
have such a special residence permit for voluntary work.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree to introduce such a visa or residence 
permit or simplify their procedures in another way, and not to charge fees for such 
permits (see above, barrier 3).

Barrier 8: No work permit/residence permit for paid work is given

SCOPE: Concerns all countries. In the interviews and replies to the questionnaire, 
nearly everybody involved - youth organisations, institutions and governments - 
considered this to be a major problem. Not a problem within the EC - still 
excluding two countries - and within the Nordic Council.

RECOMMENDATION: Member countries could agree to grant work permits/residence 
permits for work experience for participants in young workers exchange programmes 
of a certain standard.

EXPLANATION: Young workers exchanges provide intercultural learning experiences 
to young persons who are otherwise excluded from long-term youth mobility. 
Without these exchanges, youth mobility again runs danger of being a luxury of the 
affluent or well-educated youth. Young workers exchanges do not follow traditional 
migration patterns and are on an overall calculation neutral to the employment 
situation.

Barrier 9: Transit visas are difficult to obtain

SCOPE: A problem of concern mainly for persons travelling to small and peripheral 
countries and organisers in these countries.

RECOMMENDATION: Similar situation as in Barrier 1. Difficult to come up with 
suggestions that are more than a declaration of good will.

Barrier 10: Non—national residents face difficulties in re-entering 
after staying abroad for a certain time

SCOPE: A problem that seems to be known in several countries but that has not 
incited any additional comments in the questionnaire.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree that non-nationals lawfully residing 
in their countries shall not lose their residence permit simply for going abroad on 
a youth exchange programme or other educational activity abroad of a certain 
standard.

REMARK: Recommendation 31 of the 1st Conference of Ministers calls for 
participation by young migrants in all activities which concern them.1 0



B. Passports

A Council of Europe convention has enabled the citizen of most member countries 
to travel within these countries without a passport, i.e. using an ID-card. 
Passports are, however, usually necessary for longer stays and travel to other 
countries.

Barrier 11: Passport fees are high

SCOPE: While in some countries passports are relatively cheap to obtain, a number 
of member countries charges around the equivalent of 350 FF for a full passport. 
Replies given in interviews and questionnaires allow the conclusion that all 
concerned consider this sum a considerable disincentive. Many would rather use the 
word "prohibitive".

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree not to charge any fee for the first 
full passport, or to charge a fee that is considerably lower than the one indicated 
above. Issuing a passport with a shorter validity but at the same pro rata price 
does not offer a solution.

C. Schools and Universities1 1

Educational institutions are of special importance when dealing with youth mobility 
for a number of reasons. For one, unlike most other areas treated in this report, 
education is a domain of youth with adult education being the exception to the 
rule. For another, there is a considerable public awareness of the need for more 
mobility in this field, while at the same time the general trend seems to be staying 
at home. It has been deplored that mobility amongst university students was 
considerably higher at the times of Erasmus of Rotterdam. Last but not least, there 
are some member countries where university education can only be obtained abroad, 
i.e. where barriers to student mobility concern every single student.

Barrier 12: Lack of recognition of school and university diplomas

SCOPE: Concerns all countries and most types of education. Two Council of Europe 
Conventions exist in this field. The situation is not so bad as far as secondary 
school diplomas are concerned. Vocational and professional education is the main 
problem. Some improvements are foreseen within the EC.

RECOMMENDATION: This matter might prove to be too complicated and time 
consuming for a convention on youth mobility. It should probably be dealt with in 
a different convention, possibly by enlarging the existing one.



abroad! 7^ concernrs°bschïoIsheandt™n?v2Îslt!êinCSchola ^ StUde"tS Planning t0 80 

extra costs above the normal ones ¡mnliína V»,S ^ IfrShlpS usualIy only cover the 
to find their own resources for the additionaler^ s.tudent or his Parents have 
danger that studying abroad tends to be 1 U Y ® °i Studies and entailing the 
Also one of the reasons why SOme 1 n* ^ the affluent can a^rd. 
increase. The EC's ERASMUS »Lu!™*™r.^^8 ^ °f StUdy

detaille^ufeYw^ul^beTe^ssfiy^^to^h" ^ barrier mentioned above, since 

what subject. Nevertheless a very urgent abr0ad WiH give credit for
with in a separate convention. * 8 Problem. Should also probably be dealt

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree on the latter procedure.

Place

pnotdemsdSofalrecoIgnt¡tio„.mcredi/>randerrifinancesn^VerS'ty stUi*ents as soon as the 

secondary schools, where participants in veer i " S°‘V,?‘i' ™s concerns "ainly 
only some countries, but seems to be emit* * °|\8 exchan2es dominate. Concerns
in others, which ended after the baby boomers had left SoL^ t0 b® 3 problem 

RECOMMENDATION: It is diffirM.it t„
fon will most likely not trickle down^to^ead^100' Declarations of intent and 
introduction of a right of foreign youth° b.eadaiasters and other officials. The 
fetched. Co-operation is feasible as far a secondary schools seems far-
concerned. possibly by reserving a small minim* ^ SCh°o1 exchanSes are 
available (ppssibly around 0.1 this iype7f "“tÆu^Î 'he t0ti>1 P,aCeS

Barrier 16: Complicated inscripti
on procedure

SCOPE: This concerns mainly universities Th0 o¡r »•
country to country and within countries AonliVaf^0"•SeemS t0 Vary greatly fr°m 
before the academic year starts Lack of co^n at ,s ofLen required one year 
permit requirements will sometimes lead to P° r -With V¡Sa and residence



student's country of origin after presentation of written confirmation issued bv the 
university in question. While the visa procedure takes quRe soie ie íhe 
university requires inscription on the spot and in person seven days after the
by"1 enteringtheShohst COnfi™atlon, Scents trying to avoid this Catch 22 situation
their country of origin * ‘ t0UHst V‘Sa are actuaMy force<i t0 80 back

andMembe,r ?tataS Crld aeree t0 slrapIlfy their >nscriptlon procedure 
harmonise inscription and immigration requirements. It is difficult to

formulate more concrete proposals without having the precise current regulations at

Barrier 17: Tuition fees

SCOPE: Concerns several countries and secondary schools as well as universities.
long as foreigners have to pay the same fee as residents (which is not the case 

in at least.one country, where foreigners have to pay more), this seems onlv fair 
University students can often obtain scholarships covering the fees It remains a 
considerable problem within a few countries for secondary school exchange 
programmes. Since these occur on a multilateral basis, one can question the 
justification of charging foreigners while the own citizen receive free education 
abroad. It adds to the considerable fees the organisers have to charge already. It 
can also lead to another problem: Since most organisers do charge the same fee
treatment6 the^nlci.r^ "T* <?estinations for reasons of simplicification and equal 
treatment, the peculiar situation occurs that student A from country X going to
country Y pays part of the tuition fees for student B going to country Z

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree not to charge tuition fees for their 
public schools from secondary school students participating in a youth exchange
for^foreig^i 0studenetrstaln Standard' They could als° agree not to charge higher fees

Barrier 18: Proof of language skill required

SCOPE: Generally not %. problem for "normal" students who study mainly in order to
üttírSfromh6rh faCtUal. knowledge. since without language skills they would profit 
crhin/ ,th exPerience- It can be an obstacle for participants in secondary 
school exchange programmes where the school visit is mainly perceived as an 
intercultural enrichment of the programme and where no credit or diploma is 
foreseen anyway. Can limit severly the number of students that can be sent ?o a
Tould^xi’sT oíer0seaseqhlreri|addltl0nal ^ C°Stly language courses. If similar rules 
wouid exist overseas, hardly any student could be sent to countries like Japan.
This problem seems to exist only in a few countries.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree 
skills from participants in secondary school 
standard or else offer financial assistance for 1

not to require proof of language 
exchange programmes of a certain 
anguage courses in these cases.



p. Conscripts and Conscientious Objectors

Barrier 19: Limited Mobility of Conscripts and Conscientious 
Objectors

SCOPE: Restrictions vary greatly. In one country, males above 25 years of age that 
are registered for service will not get a passport before they have started with it. 
In some countries, obtaining a permission to leave the country e.g. for vacations is 
difficult, while others require a mere notice. Conscripts and Conscientious objectors 
are often granted only two weeks of holiday per year or less. Conscientious 
objectors, as a rule, may not serve abroad. There are few exceptions. Restrictions 
are considered as impeding by youth organisations benefitting from the service of 
conscientious objectors, who encounter great difficulties in co-ordinating 
international meetings and youth exchange due to their limited mobility.

RECOMMENDATION. Member states could agree to loosen restrictions on 
conscientious objectors and conscripts and simplify the permission procedures. 
Details will most likely be controversial.

E. Receivers of Unemployment and Social Welfare Benefits

Barrier 20: Limited Mobility of Receivers of Unemployment and 
Social Welfare Benefits

SCOPE. Young unemployed constitute a group of disfavoured young persons 
confronted with extreme barriers to mobility in a number of states. Availability on 
the job market is generally a requirement for receiving benefits. Generally this 
implies reporting to the agency granting the benefits within given intervals. While 
in some^ states procedures are rather generous, allowing for a few weeks of 
holiday each year, etc., some states are very strict and practically nail the 

young unemployed person to his or her town of residence. This may even prevent 
I participation in the EC's young workers programme.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree on longer reporting intervals and a 
period of holiday each year. At least exemptions should be provided for 
participants in youth exchange programmes of a certain standard.

EXPLANATION: While it. would not be reasonable or even desirable to continue 
paying unemployment benefits to young persons going abroad in general without 
regard to length and purpose of their sojourn, it is perfectly reasonable to expect 
that unemployed young persons participating in an educational exchange programme 
that will increase their, intercultural and language skills (and thus their chance on 
the job market) should not lose their unemployment or social welfare benefits for 
their time abroad. This is another example where the danger exists that youth 
mobility becomes a luxury of the affluent and well-educated.

REMARK: Art. 7 sec. 2 (b) of the Decision 88/348/EEC of the EC's Council of 
Ministers dated 16 June 1988 (Nr. L 158/42) introducing the "Youth for Europe" 
programme, calls its member states for such regulations within this programme.



F. Continuation of Rights in Paid Work Exchanges

Barrier 21: Continuation of rights in paid work exchanges is not
secured for the time of intercultural and language 
training

SCOPE: Specific problem of paid work 
work experience is often not counted 
insurances.

exchanges. The training time preceding the 
as working time for social and disability

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree to count 
working time for the purpose mentioned. this training time as

REMARK. Art- 7 sec. 2 (b) of the Decision 88/348/EEC of the EC's Council of 
Ministers dated 16 June 1988 (Nr. L 158/42) introducing the "Youth for Europe" 
programme, calls its member states for such regulations within this programme.

G. Educational Leave

Barrier 22: Educational leave is not granted or difficult to obtain

SCOPE: This problem concerns mainly teachers organising short-term exchanges for
RppnlaHnnc • Ut &ÍS° .participants in short-term professional exchanges,
fíegulátions and their application vary greatly from country to country and also
Wlt^ln countnes- Sometimes no educational leave is granted at all. Sometimes 
application straight to the ministry and six months ahead of time is required.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could 
consuming procedures for civil servants, 
agree on more generous rules since this 
a revision of labour laws and conditions.

agree at least on simpler and less tinte
li might be difficult for member states to 
also concerns private employers and hence

H. Medical Insurance

Barrier 23: Medical insurance does not cover stay abroad

for !hnrr-r0 anSfWerS C° th? Questionnaire indicate that this is not a major problem 
for short term stays abroad. Besides medium and long-term stays, areas of specific
Xetor, and rnn td coverage for' mental illness, and conscientious
hnldo w>hd Î ii?tS,uWh° m SOme countries lose their coverage on crossing the
trivi Zèe JÌL? ■ the E 111 Io™ ">0« problems. Some countries
\ m medl£al. insurance abroad within, Europe for two months or so

Remarkably enough, m Quebec a general insurance scheme covers all citizen abroad.'

RECOMMENDATION: No drastic change 
expanding the existing insurance to

of the insurance system would be needed for 
a stay abroad, as practised in many states.



Member states could use the positive experience made with the E 111 form. If such
to vmmpVement Car,ubae m.ade' ¡t wouldl however- not seem reasonable to limit this 
to young persons. Medical coverage abroad might be facilitated for young persons

y making it part of the European youth card that is currently being discussed.

I

ƒ. Income Tax and Child Allowance

Barrier 24: No tax deductions available for maintenance costs

sCOPE: This concerns mainly long-term exchanges involving voluntary work or

case°s difrioulu^- 1"h'Ch USUa"y i"chld'! a Parents have lusomcdlfflculties ln receiving tax deductions for the programme fees they have
enUtled0Srn Pra/venASH ^ USU;?Ily n0t paid for food' lodging, etc., are usually not 
entitled to tax deductions for these maintenance costs.

RECOMMENOÂTîON. Member states could agree to consider programme fees spent bv
mainìpLn? ^ e/Change Programmes of a certain standard as costs foV
could he! “ÏI edJ¡catlon of the child and grant tax deductibility. Host families
narHrin t 11 d ^ deduct,ons for maintenance costs spent on the young person 
participating in such a programme.

Barrier 25: Food and lodging received regarded as taxable income

faCmni:«!??veShhaV! °KCCUrr(;d where Participants in exchange programmes involving a 
family sta> abroad have later been required by the tax authorities in their own 
country to pay income tax for food and lodging provided by their host family This
hL?uS ?Pe\Very rfely' though- Sfilar tax provisions have been reported to 
block some long-term volunteer work projects.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree not to regard food, lodging and 
as taxabl’erVincomeeCelV WUh‘n * y°"th exchange Programme of a certain standard

Barrier 26: Lost child allowance

^Lr^CernVfIn ma!nly lons-te™ changes involving voluntary work 
or school attendance, but may also apply to parents of children studying abroad on
then- own While often child allowance will also be granted for the Mme abroad in 
some countries or regions these are lost if the child stays abroad for a longer
occurs* fp S than/T- m0nthS‘ U Sh0Uld be n0ted that the 0PP0a¡te never 
occurs, i.e. host parents being entitled to child allowance for their guest.

RECOMMENDATION: Members could agree that 
discontinued during youth exchange programmes 
abroad of a certain standard as long as the other

child allowance will not be 
or other educational activities 

requirements are still met.

EXPLANATION: Youth mobility often implies a considerable financia 
participant and/or his/her family. It is therefore not reasonable am

burden for the 
comes close to



a windfall profit for the public If child allowance is discontinued during such a 
sojourn.

J. Minority and Parental Custody

Numerous minors go abroad each year, many for as long as a year involving a 
family stay, others in organised vacation camps or on their own. During that time, 
parents are not at hand to decide for and represent their child. Nevertheless, this 
is an area where relatively few problems seem to exist, contrary to what one could 
believe giving regard to the somewhat difficult legal situation.

Barrier 27 : Issue of passport requires consent of both parents

SCOPE: Concerns (at least) one country and can be a problem especially in cases of 
separation and divorce. Consent of the other parent can only be replaced by a 
court order.

RECOMMENDATION: Some additional research would be necessary whether this or 
similar problem(s) exist also in other member states. If not, this might be left to 
domestic policy.

K. Liability of Organisers

Barrier 28: Liability of organisers is an area of considerable 
uncertainty

SCOPE: Seems to be a major problem in most countries. This includes contractual 
and tortious liability towards participants, parents, host families and third parties. 
No statute law seems to exist at all with special provisions for youth exchange. 
Existing provisions for contracts involving a sojourn are usually geared to profit
making travel agencies. The uncertainty entails that liability insurance is difficult 
to obtain. In some countries, regulations contracted by national consumer boards 
offer some guidance.

RECOMMENDATION: An area which should not simply be put aside. Suggesting 
concrete regulations would, however, require additional research.

II. FINANCIAL BARRIERS AND PUBLIC FINANCIAL SUPPORT

To say that youth mobility costs money is only stating the obvious, and it goes 
without saying that not every kind of youth mobility can be subsidised by 
governments. Several barriers with financial implications have been mentioned 
above, and their removal would also ease the financial burden of young persons 
wishing to go abroad without having to introduce schemes for financial support. As 
outlined above, youth mobility can simply mean vacations abroad, but there also



exist a number of fascinating and enriching educational types worth and in need of 
financial assistance.

These tend to be rather costly for reasons given above, but also because - 
compared to most other education - very little public financial support exists 
Many youth organisations try to involve disfavoured and relatively poor young 
persons by offering them reduced rates, but are forced to do so at the expense of 
other participants who have then to pay even higher fees.

In light of this fact it seems remarkable that if a special political interest exists 
governments may be ready to pay the whole cost of a large programme without 
asking participants even for a nominal contribution: One member country has 
introduced some five years ago a secondary school exchange scheme with the 
United States sponsored by its parliament and the U.S. Congress with all expenses 
paid, which is mainly Carried out by youth organisations. Apart from the 
involvement of the parliaments, these organisations have run the very same
mentionfngf0r ^6CadeS and StiH do so without any public financial assistance worth

Some of the interviewed persons have complained bitterly about what they call a 
nationalistic approach sometimes taken by some governments, which seems 
regrettable in an area that is in its nature transnational. The attitude that youth 
exchange is basically a means of promotion of the own culture is often reflected in 
the requirements and regulations relating to such subsidies.

_____________________________ _________________ ________________________________________ [
Barrier 29: Cost of youth mobility in general

SCOPE: Apart from barriers with financial implications mentioned above, one
nî^?Ci.ia • barn®r concermng youth mobility in general is travel cost. InterraiJ and 
BIGE train tickets have already helped to reduce the cost of vacations abroad.
Some countries have started to make certain youth rates available to youth from 
neighbouring countries.

REC0MMENDATI°N: Member states could extend existing reduced youth rates for 
public transport to foreign youth, possibly by making use of the youth car-d that is 
currently being discussed.

Barrier 30: Cost of studying abroad

SCOPE: This is the type of youth mobility that has received most of the financial 
support given by governments. There is a large variety of scholarships and grants 
in many countries. They do not alway meet the demand. The EC has just introduced
the ERASMUS and COMMETT programmes, which is. however, limited to the 1c 
member countries.

The most serious financial barrier impeding studies abroad has 
above as barrier 13. been mentioned

RECOMMENDATION: ERASMUS and COMMETT should 
members as well. be enlarged and include non-EC



SCOPE: One of the most impeding barriers to this type of youth mobility where
DrohlPrir0811 S6fh an|d well_established Programmes have experienced tremendous 
wr Zn! Î* aSt yeafS- EsPecially the proper training and preparation of 
participants hosting community and host family (if involving a homestay) language
training and the additional activities that enrich and facilitate the fntercuftural
ialini? PrM6hS nTkK y0Uath exchan8es a highly cost-intensive operation, where 
savings could hardly be made without endangering the success.

exchange a(Yo»°th declded ?n an action programme for the promotion of youth
thehmomentY h f Europe)* whlch is. however, limited to EC member countries at

0f pfsons intervieffed have complained in their interviews and replies 
hat governments prefer to support extremely short programmes (1-3 weeks) One
Sy Ts p„M¡c0?¡nta„';,aarSWer%that ^ better a is «nte« the Ies
NOT quality " fmanCial assistance’ Quote: "Government emphasis is on numbers.

: The prograrnme should be enlarged and include non-EC member 
states as well. More assistance should go to long-term projects where - apart from
supepWorty exisgtsWOso far. Pr°grammeS sponsored * tbe EC - very little public financial

D^^tfon Rnf ^uMHp-p500 • 31 °f w.he 1St Conference of Ministers recommends the
mui t¡ i a fapo i h • aii?ll?g y°uth exchange programme encompassing bilateral and
multilateral schemes in liaison with the EC.1 2

Barrier 32: Existing support schemes don’t recognise infrastruc
tural and office costs

SCOPE: Most replies have expressed great concern for this problem. There seem to 
exist a number of governmental exchange schemes which employ youth organisations
d rect cros°tTe1SetrrSavÍ| T^ eXCha"^ but 'hen Wpay th«? so“ 
direct cost, i.e. travel, food, insurance, etc. The costs of the organisers - wages
rents, maintenance of volunteer structure including training of volunteers - are
not refunded or even considered in the calculation. Since few other resources are
avaiiabie some organisers see no other solution but to cheat themselves by
charging these costs to other programmes they offer. y

Member States could agree that the so-called indirect costs
not imolv tharUdpev bUdg6t in schemes involvinS youth exchange. This does
not imply that every scheme must pay 100 % of the cost, of course, but it should
instjm* be Thde C ear What types 0f expenses occur and who should pay for it For
instance, the governmental scheme could provide all "direct" cost whHe
convineUig”^h^o t he ƒ ̂  a y ° a r ound)C ^ 6 "ÍndÍreCt" C°*tS (although lt WOuld se^ —



butCe^here^\h%trSs\rrobuS'aCóe„et01.!;hee "T* °f
specialised in this Held. Mobility international, notes that matters"»™ Improving“0"

give0'TSÎ""îaïSib,ÂS To'dtoa8rfeoereî:„8rÔn\the “‘V““ "°™ally

programmes of a certain standard durino th ê parUciPants in youth exchange 
also agree to recognise the ídSlrfn„¡?8 ?" Sta„y *n this country- They C0llld 
existing and future support schemes. C°StS needed for young handicapped in

REMARK: These recommendations 
Conference of Ministers, 2.2, 2nd

are supported by 
paragraph, 4th and

the Final Text 
5th sub-section.1 3

of the 2nd

¡Barrier 34: Support schemes demand reciprocity in numbers

™cZc,iyhisc,ar;sernh:vrreerbe„rdedaseads n siimsera;cuiturai agreementS SUCh

fear of paying for the Derson with rhò , seems’ for reasons of balance and 
complaints on the ground that rhoco r?nS passport- This has lead to serious 
organisers, who can run into incredible '‘““kT d°"\ C0"sider the reality 
requirement. Finding participants and^where applicable"-'hostsaem.'"gI-v harraless 

the programme will not be equally easy or defie d? o h,í famll!es sulted for 
reciprocity clause, the lowes? number of the four ,2 , ,C°Untr'es' »‘th the
families) will decide the sronp nf rhQ 6 ÍOUr '2 X PartlclPants, 2 x host
process depends on this number which is nür°trai”m<î n ^verytlling in the Planning 
and every single host family has been confirmed eVery S‘n8‘e partlclpant

wftCh0ZeTeTx“mtyTnbdertoST„ttrodCûcid T'? tf°..handle eXlsting taciprocity clauses 
if any at al *Amare" of25 %cZ, °hy 5°T re/lprocity clauaes in the future, 
the organisers. C0Uld be consldered as sufficient for the needs of

way process, ^invoWing* both b'the°I'Slde.r.ed that eaCh yout1’ exchange is a two- 
governments have other means for *>m:nr*n8 and the receiving end. Besides, 
strict reciprocity for each single activity. 8 "" °Veral1 balance than demanding

Barrier 35: Public support is complicated and unreliable

oSrCgan?serí ha“ w°ait Z'aThÆTr ”"d S"?" thlS haadi"8' **«»«•• 
authority. Since tl,"»™, a i» 1 „ ' a decision is reached by the public

aWgi«n the ^4 ^

more. complicated to arrange, if the decision "m." hasVrlne in"



What often adds to the problem is the lack of transparency. Criteria for allocation 
are often not given. But even if the decision is favourable, payments are often 
made late, sometimes a few months, sometimes one or two years after the activity 
has taken place, thus creating incredible cash flow problems for the organisers, 
mainly youth organisations that cannot afford to work with bank loans, since these 
are generally not covered by existing schemes. No generalisation is possible, but 
there seem to be some countries where the situation is particularly difficult. All 
these problems have also been known in dealing with the EC.

RECOMMENDATION: Member states could agree on the following standards for their 
youth exchange schemes: Distribution criteria must be transparent, i.e. available in 
writing. Most of the payment must be made in advance, the rest during or 
immediately after the activity on receipt of all necessary proofs and documents. It 
is difficult to envisage a workable provision on the length of procedure.

III. INFORMATION

Barrier 36: Insufficient information for young persons wishing to 
go abroad

SCOPE: A question that has incited many comments. The vast majority shares the 
view that information is indeed a problem. Many believe that information is 
available, but access is difficult. Others have pointed out that information is 
poorly networked, or that often initiative by the receivers is lacking. It has also 
been remarked that existing information favours the well educated and middle and 
upper class groups.

Several replies indicate that this information problem needs to be resolved on a 
national level.

RECOMMENDATION: An area where intergovernmental consultation would be very 
useful. Some member countries have introduced recently exchange bureaus or 
umbrella organisations for youth exchange, which may have helped with the problem 
of access.

Barrier 37: Information gap between organisers, public authorities 
and public in general

SCOPE: Another area on which many have commented in specific. The vast majority 
considers this indeed to be a problem. Again, umbrella organisations or youth 
exchange bureaus seem to have helped somewhat on national level, but they are 
lacking in most countries, while on European level the only existing structure is 
the Coordination Committee for European Youth Exchange (CC-EYE), a platform of 
international non-governmental youth organisations active in the field of youth 
exchange. One comment would rather see financial means spent directly on youth 
exchange programmes than in this area. The gap seems to be widest not on 
national, but on European level.

RECOMMENDATION: The last recommendation applies also to this barrier. On 
European level, member states could agree to create a "clearing house” for



organisers, governments, local authorities, intergovernmental and other interested 
organisations and possibly individuals. The task of this "clearing house" would be 
to collect information on who is doing what in the field of youth mobility to 
publish in certain intervals (perhaps bi-annually) a booklet with a short 
description of each activity or organisation, and mainly to arrange contacts 
between different interested parties (if you look for X. go to Y). It would probably 
require 1-2 full time staff to do this job.

Rather than creating new cost-intensive structures, it seems advisable to make use 
of existing ones. The EYC or EYF could serve in this function as well, if additional 
staff is made available. Amongst the NGOs, CC-EYE could take over the same 
responsibility if provided with the necessary financial means. In any case closer 
consultation and cooperation with UNESCO seems advisable, which in a less 
structured way and on a smaller scale already provides some of these services.

Barrier 38: Lack of research on youth mobility

SCOPE: There is amazingly little research on youth mobility in Europe, as several 
replies have underlined. There is for instance no clue to the total number of youth 
exchanges taking place in Europe,14 nor a concise list of organisations involved. 
The same is true for other forms of youth mobility. There is very little available 
on the cultural impact. A few member states have recently started research on 
legal aspects of youth mobility.

HECOMMENDATÏÖN: Member states that haven't already initiated research <on youth 
mobility could agree to do so. For this purpose, it would be extremely useful to 
agree on a list of questions and areas to be covered, in order to facilitate the 
comparison of the results. This report also specifies several problems where 
additional research is necessary.

IV. LANGUAGE

It is often a drastic experience to encounter for the first time how much relies on 
this capacity to communicate with others. Being left speechless, without 
understanding a word of what is going on around, may create the urgent and 
instant desire to return home. Nevertheless, the author feels that compared to the 
other barriers treated above, this one may be overestimated in its impeding effects 
simply because it is so tangible and evident.

An important aspect of this problem is cultural: the readiness to use a foreign 
anguage. The author has seen Scandinavian blue collar workers with a remarkable 

knowledge of the English language and an extreme reluctance to speak it, while 
some Italian civil servants that spoke eighty words of a foreign language saw no 
reason why they should not make the best possible use of these.

The main effect of different languages is to channel mobility and to make
l^n* 10n bUt n0t t0 prevent it- The other connection between
anguage and mobility should also be considered, namely that staying abroad is the 1

1 4 The study of A.M. Vangansbeke cited above is the 
youth exchange known to the author. It is limited to 
of CC-EYE members.

only survey on European 
intra-European exchanges



^ WÂ.Â.’Ï barrierS t0 m0billty

Barrier 39: Language

howePvér.C?hn:rSpue's have* not ¡TÄ T ““ C°UntrieS' " Sh°uld be 
rather the cost of language train?™ 5 ¿ ^ngu.agewas a main Problem itself, but
proof of language ^I.*(»SUSïï1ïï^nÎtS.,*b|,.7 U"der b*1T"r 80 °r th*

afread^^ad^Tbove1? One ^the key ^ctors^iiT? Pr°P°Sals except for the ones

neeidSCîhîs îsUcCat°n-, Member rziuseful Certamly an area Where consultation between member Tates woul^be

V. TRAININO

luenToTo1? has raceived the

report under other headings. ’ ^ h al eady been treated in this

Barrier 40: Lack of Training

SïSïbHhêSs*^*««
maSeOTboNveÄT0InOeNpos0srbeie ïï™nT sûêee T"""1"8 tral"'"6 »ave already been 
e.v„ servants U,.f ^s"'ÄÄr

foErMyouthC°onrgaTsnaet¡íns “nvoivfd^ln"youth' exchangeal™edyEYC°'''dnS TPP°rt a‘S° 

Intercultural learning materials in the near future PUbl‘Sh

13 Recommendation 31 
Conference, 2.2, 2nd

of the 1st Conference of Ministers 
paragraph. (See Appendix I.) Final Text of the 2nd



APPENDICES

meeting in Strasbourg on 17 ^18 **0 6rS responsible for Youth,
y ww xi, xa and 19 December 1985,

I. . . .

II. Recommends that the Comm-i .
Europe give further imnoh *- ^lniSters of the Council of
Council’s organs/ and ?. . S t0 the youth policy pursued by the

27’ thi^removal ^of °those obstacle “?• i»«1 leVelS as aPP«Pri.te. 
people who choose to go abroad" forlnbClally Penalise youngservice in the welfare or b„n ^or training or voluntaryPossible to harmonise f £ ^ro^n and se*k « aï
support for youth exchanooo P.*.P. eve1, tbe rules governing bilateral agréants a^d^ra^s; " £r™^ »* «»i?

28 ' organisations0^ pTay În^acïiîe „í?0”“63 and 10=31 yOUth
receiving and informing young people wTth^T^9,- inobility by direct inter-regional exchange?; ' 6W t0 suPP°rting

29 ' to6 promoteS"youth &mobilit^^id^”3^6^?^ releVant Europea" bodies

another and are based oJ n? y.°Unth eXChanges complement one
involving th? SidestpPleS adopted with a view to
more open attitude towards countri??P?ot ^ fosterin9 a
of Europe; ountnes not members of the Council

30. Support the activities of international „
organisations working at Fnmn«« Î“ ? 1 non-governmental 
partners for the f?rther«n« P e level' which are obvious 
matters of concern to young pe0ple- Y°Uth m°bÌ1Ìty and °ther

31 ‘ youthte ' exchange50" proSra'mme^"0"63" CoTunit^ « wide-ranging
Ä in SS

generalhh^eÌher^orkinrorinempìSyed,3^ t0 y°U"g Pe°ple in

- assistance for those young people who are most deprived.

concern"them? bï yOUn9 mi3rants in all activities which

th?s?Vr?lPo?ïibl??lty 0f exchan9es and providing training for 

and consider the introduction of a "European Youth Card".



APPBNRtX II. FjNAL T-EXT OF THE 2ND CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN MINISTERS 
RESPONSIBLE FOR YOUTH. 11-12 APRIL 1988 -MJN-2 (88) 9-

2‘2 infoÎm^oîn9e lnd î"obility in Europe, the emergence of a youth 
project WOrk and the extension of the youth ^ard

IfUstrate£ie*%«nd increased y°uth mobility are important aspects 
9 if to prepare young people for the future. By the year

marked ^y^ a ^f réer °Cf l*1 ' pollt.ical and economic situation may be 
services and ív fl™ °C info™ation, persons, googds and
YoSth informai 6 .f:u11* developed international mass media.
Intercultura! lìr • and founselling services, programmes fo¿ 
ìntercuiturai learning and the introduction of a European Youth
exchange1. * Contributi°^ b° the pronotion of nobiUtyTnd youtï

With regard to youth exchange in Europe, the Conference:

“ r?^eS, eaC* member state which is a contracting party to the 
ultural Convention to include within existing cultural 

agreements a paragraph on youth;

recommends that, as far as possible, the benefits of youth
peonîê9\nanda]rUth T°blUtï' =»ould be nade available to îoung 
P pie in all countries contracting parties to the Cultural 
onvention, and encourages an opening to other countries;

" mana^dtheHVbenefitS °f *°Uth exchan9e Programmes established and 
responsibility^9 People, to secure the involvement and co- 
gi?ï° and boys; ^ y°Un9 a"d t0 SecUre equal Participation of

~ vouthS^LÍÍn importance of improving the educational quality of 
youth exchange programmes, and trying to secure for participants 
equal opportunities as youth of the host country; partlclpants

' dïsadvantagedhyouth ÄYT“ *” ha"dibappad *°dtb apd °ther

" work3andeinoroved9eS °£. in.te.rcultural learning in international 
worx and improved opportunities for the young to participate in
íoSthPrr°o9urnd“eion°£ EUr°Pean Y°Uth Ce"tbbe a"d tba hopean

takes note of the study on existing barri 
Europe. ers to youth mobility in



APPENDIX IH: QUESTIONNAIRES RECEIVED (15 JULY 198ft)»

A; International Youth Qraanisatinn^

2' EuronKÜ £°"»ittee £or Young Farmers and 4H Clubs
2. European Confederation of Youth Clubs
3. Experiment in International Living
5*-52î?ï"^i?nî1- Christian Youth Exchange
5. Mobility International
6. Service. Civil International
7. World Association of Girl Guides and Girl Scouts

——National Youth Oraanisatinng

EFIL Member Organisations

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

Dansk AFS 
AFS à Islandi 
Interculture Ireland 
Intercultura (I)
Ht rîîït ^ternasjonal Ungdomsutveksling 
AFS Intercultural Programs (CH)

ICYE Member Organisations

14. ICJ (AU)
15. IJV (B)
16. ICJA (D) (?)

‘ 17. ICYE Finland (?)
18. AFSAI (I)

Various Danish Youth Organisations, Members of DUF

19. DUF 1
20. DUF 2
21. DUF 3

Q-i—National Youth Councils

22. CRU (B)
23. DUF (DK)
24. EXIS (NL) - former BIJK
25. EXIS (NL) - former PIJON
26. FGhZM (M)

ÍL-.International Governmental Oraanisatinng

27. UNESCO

«XÂrÂÏÏÆïïSín Trs■ c?ecla,ly thelr

representativity. t^ie comPosition and thus the



IL—Bilateral Governmental Organisations

28. Agence Québec/Wallonie-Bruxelles pour la jeunesse

Lí_National .Governmental Organisations

29. Internationaler Jugendaustausch- und Besucherdienst der
30. Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (D)
31. Youth Exchange Centre (GB)

G. Governments

32. Austria
33. Ireland
34. Luxembourg

LSU (Swedish Youth Council) has sent additional comments without 
reference to the problem areas listed in the questionnaire. The EC Youth 
Bureau has also replied. Finland and Switzerland have provided 
information on the legal situation in these countries.

BRD (D)

specific
Exchange
detained


